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The largest vessel operated under the auspices of Earth Starfleet (and the largest to be 
operated by the Federation Starfleet until the introduction of the Yamato class Battleship 
and Midway class Carrier in the late 23rd Century), the Victory class was a majestic feat of 
engineering – a tribute showing just how far the fledgling navy had come in a relatively short 
period. 
 
 However majestic it might seem to the casual observer, Victory was the undeniable 
product of a Starfleet that had been pushed onto a war footing and was woefully 
unprepared. 
 
 The Romulan Imperial Navy’s lightning fast tactics, strength in numbers and willingness 
to sacrifice their own forces to inflict mass casualties quickly proved devastating – as 
evidenced at the Battle of Berengaria (2156).  Additionally, their ‘telecapture’ technology – 
allowing them to tap into another vessel’s computer system and remotely hijack it was 
something which the Earth forces unfortunately couldn’t defend against – initially.  The 
research of Tobin Dax – a renowned scientist at the Cochrane Institute of Alpha Centauri – 
led to the eventual development of a rudimentary computer firewall protected by an auto-
generated algorithm known as a ‘Prefix Code’.  This system would go on to prevent such 
attacks for the remainder of the Earth-Romulan War, as well as form the basis for more 
sophisticated systems in the future. 
 
 Starfleet’s forces during this period were centered around the NX and Intrepid cruiser 
classes.  Small (NX-225m in length; Intrepid-187m), but well armed and quite maneuverable, 
the initial wartime performance of both classes was consistently above average.  However, 
their relatively lengthy construction times, coupled with their attrition rates as the war lead 
on, forced Starfleet to seek more creative solutions. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The most common solution was to construct Daedalus class Cruisers with more 

advanced technology and improved materials developed for and employed on the 2 
aforementioned classes.  Even with more advanced technology, the basic design and 
engineering of Daedalus was much simpler—allowing 3 examples to be produced in the 
same time it would take a single NX or Intrepid.  With rudimentary deflector shielding, based 
on technology supplied by the Andorian Imperial Guard, these ships rapidly formed the core 
of the fleet’s war effort. 
 
 Starfleet’s top-brass knew that more than augmented explorers would be needed 
though, in order to make concrete, sustainable progress in a war that they were struggling to 
win.  What was needed was a vessel built from the keel up, devoted entirely to combat.  The 
Andorians, Tellarites and Rigel Colonies heartily endorsed this idea while the naturally 
pacifistic Vulcans offered only tacit approval.   
 
 The design itself was highly radical, emerging in a scant 4 months from a team 
operating out of Starfleet’s San Francisco Shipyards (this team would go on to form what we 
know today as the AdvancedStarshipDesignBureau).  550 meters in length and featuring an 
unheard-of 3 Warp Nacelles, many doubted that such a ship could actually be built, let 
alone become fully operational in a reasonable amount of time.  Designers argued that it 
could and many Admirals agreed—granting approval for the project in late 2155 after the 
Earth Forces suffered a disastrous setback at the First Battle of Berengaria. 
 
 Emerging as Starfleet’s first Dreadnought, Victory was patterned after NX and Intrepid 
aesthetically and made use of many of the same design elements.  The design was 
characterized by a modified primary hull, which, while retaining the recessed housing at the 
fore end for the navigational deflector dish, was redesigned into more of a semi-circular 
shape that had the impulse engines housed aft, flanking the secondary hull.  That section of 



the ship maintained an elongated ‘coke-bottle’ shape that flared outwards about 260 
meters back and was so tightly integrated with the saucer that it appeared to some as if the 
saucer was built-out from that.  The tri-nacelle arrangement was arguably the most 
distinctive part of the design, all three mounted at the secondary hull’s aft end; 1 on the 
dorsal surface of the hull itself while the other 2 were positioned to port and starboard, 
attached by way of specially designed ‘wings’.  Powered by a highly modified version of the 
already-advanced ‘warp 7’ M/AM reactor, first employed aboard Daedalus, Victory was 
capable of attaining vastly higher speeds than any previous class (though its exact speed 
ratings remained classified) while still enjoying an abundance of power which fed various 
shipboard systems. 
 

As with many other designs both past and present, Victory’s secondary hull also 
housed a portion of her (formidable) armament, cargo bays, troop accommodations, 
hangar and maintenance bays and other support facilities.  For such a large ship though, 
she carried a comparatively small compliment—164 officers and crew—accommodations 
and other support facilities housed entirely within the saucer. 

 
Tactically, the ship surpassed all expectations—comprehensively armed with 18 Phase 

Cannons, 4 Torpedo and 6 Photon Missile Launchers.  Photon Missiles—primitive, yet powerful 
heavy weapons employed on fighters and other small craft found a home on Victory as 
useful point-defense weapons as well as supplements to the larger Photon Torpedos carried. 
Victory remained the only starship in Earth and later, Federation Starfleet service to employ 
these weapons (though they continued to be used on shuttlecraft and various starfighter 
classes well into the 23rd Century).  The entire hull, including the exteriors of all three warp 
nacelles, were sheathed in thick, high density armor plating that—like NX and Intrepid—was 
able to be polarized, providing basic protection.  Technology provided by the Andorian 
Imperial Guard however, gave Earth Starfleet a substantial boost and allowed them to make 
Victory the first starship class to employ a Deflector Shield system. 

 
Victory entered service in 2157, too late for many early, pivotal engagements that 

took place in 2155-56, but with clear technological and tactical superiority over Imperial 
Navy forces.  With these factors secure, the primary objective shifted to producing the class 
in quantity—at least enough to where Starfleet did not have to use a ‘pick-and-choose’ 
deployment strategy.   

 
Victory (DN 950) herself was present at the Battle of Gamma Hydra.  Commanded by 

Admiral William Larson, the dreadnought led a Starfleet armada that successfully 
intercepted and routed an incoming Romulan fleet (thanks to intelligence gathered during 
Operation Brutus).  Though Larson would be lauded as a hero in this battle, he would 
eventually be killed when the Victory was nearly destroyed at the later Battle of Prantares. 

 
That battle, like the one fought at Gamma Hydra, was the result of a successful 

intelligence gathering operation (Operation Calypso) that had uncovered a plot of the 
Imperial Navy to invade the Orion Colonies.  Due to the colonies’ relatively remote location, 
Starfleet hastly assembled a small task force around Victory and her sister ships Roger Young 
and Belleau Wood.  Admiral Larson’s forces had but a few days lead time and were able to 
form a solid defense—Starfleet and the Imperial Navy achieving numerical parity.  The 
resulting battle however saw the Romulans employ both suicidal kamikaze tactics with their 
starfighters and smaller attack craft, while their capital ships made generous use of nuclear 

tipped missiles and larger torpedoes.  With Deflector Shield technology still not widely 
dispersed—despite its massive tactical value—only the three dreadnoughts possessed any 
substantive defense.  Only the massive combined firepower of Larson’s dreadnoughts, 
coupled with the piloting skills of many crewmen aboard the other Starfleet vessels 
prevented the battle from degenerating into a massacre.   

 
As Starfleet slowly gained the upper hand and began to disperse the Romulan forces, 

two battlecruisers launched a total of 8 nuclear tipped torpedos towards Victory.  Phase 
cannon fire and photon missile barrages destroyed 4 of the torpedoes, however the other 4 
scored direct hits on the armada’s flagship—overloading her shields and causing explosions 
to ripple across the primary hull, including the bridge module.  The impact of a falling 
support strut upon the right side of his head, knocked Larson to the deck and caused the 
cerebral hemorrhage which contributed to his eventual death mere hours after the battle 
was won. 

 
With the need for these ships now completely justified and their tactical abilities 

having been proven, Starfleet turned its attention toward fine-tuning and maximizing the 
potential of their other attributes, the first being its carrier capability.  The Thunderbolt class 
Attack Fighter was introduced into fleet service a mere 9 months after the initial outbreak of 
hostilities and was surprisingly advanced—almost moreso than some of the Starfleet’s newest 
ship designs—making these potent tactical tools.  Their lack of faster-than-light propulsion 
however, necessitated the incorporation of dedicated storage and maintenance facilities 
into as many ship classes as possible, if their potential was to be fully exploited. 

 
Victory’s overall size and abundance of interior space afforded by the small 

compliment made the inclusion of such capability a natural choice.  At the outset, Victory 
was more biased towards troop-transport capabilities and thus, only had the room to 
support 2 Thunderbolt squadrons.  A shift in doctrine led to this capability being fully 
exploited in subsequent engagements leading up to the war’s conclusion at the Battle of 
Cheron in 2160, but it wasn’t until the actual incorporation of Starfleet’s Starfighter 
Command in 2218 that the class was utilized in this manner. 

 
By this time, advances in nearly every sector of technology (propulsion, weaponry etc) 

rendered Victory hopelessly obsolete.  With the Class I Era beginning to take hold and the 
shipbuilding ‘revolution’ beginning to gain traction, the chances of any one of these grand 
vessels being retained in front-line service were likewise dashed. 

 
Their large size and still relevant tactical prowess made retiring them a loathesome 

decision among the Admiralty.  With Starfighter Command having yet to commission any 
purpose built starships, the decision was made to transfer all 10 surviving Dreadnoughts to 
the Command’s control.  Designers and engineers acting on orders from Star Marshal 
Stephen Offutt commissioned an extensive uprating plan whereby a complete engineering 
retrofit combined with a modest interior redesign and a large boost in small craft capacity 
(from 2 squadrons to 1 full wing) would see these ships reclassified as carriers—the first vessels 
to be classified as such.   

 
The ships continued to solider on throughout the early 23rd Century, with Roger Young 

being retained for use with the 1st Training Wing from 2223 onwards.  By the time of the Four 
Years War, Starfleet had not only deployed a new, 2nd starfighter class (D-17), but also 2 



carrier classed as well.  Though both Independence and Santee were smaller and better armed to a degree, neither could match Victory’s small craft capacity.  All 10 Victory 
class ships were heavily involved in the war, their most pivotal moment coming during the Battle of Sinbad IV (2248).   

 
Supporting an SFMC Battalion engaged in a fierce battle on the planet below, the Belleau Wood, Huntsman and the rest of the Federation’s 6th Fleet surrounded the planet and 

engaged in the token Klingon force.  The entire compliment of starfighters alone (from Belleau Wood, Huntsman and 4 other carriers of the Independence and Santee classes) had the 
Klingons outnumbered 30-to-1 and the odds seemed to clearly be in Starfleet’s favor.  Here, the Victory class’ size proved to be the undoing of these once vaunted ships.  Despite the 
fact all nine Klingon ships present fought a loosing battle and were either destroyed or hopelessly crippeled, coordinate Photon Torpedo volleys managed to claim both Belleau Wood 
and Huntsman. 

 
The battle marked the last time Victory was seen in active service.  Following the battle, General Thomas Sinclair issued the formal orders retiring the surviving ships—with Victory 

herself being retained for inclusion in the fleet museum.  Victory would go on to be succeeded in service by the Yorktown class starting in 2251 and would retain the distinction of being 
the largest ship to serve Starfleet until the introduction of the Midway class in 2287.



Class 
Classification 
 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 

Victory 
Dreadnought (2157-2218); Carrier      
   (2218-2250) 
 
2157-2250 
0 
 
530m 
142m 
39m 
14 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

572,300 metric tons 
 
164 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense 
Systems 

18 Phase Cannons 
4 Torpedo Launchers 
6 Photon Missile Launchers 
 
Basic Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 22,300 TerraJoules 
 
Heavy Monotanium Double Hull 





Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
First off, I have to apologize – old school Treknologists and others will undoubtedly take issue with the fact that Victory is depicted as being the first tri-nacelled starship (Volume 9 of the 
Federation Spaceflight Chronology mentions the Invincible class Dreadnought).  However, to be blunt, I really don’t care.  ENT – being considered canon, for better or worse, gives this 
design more credibility (by virtue of aesthetics), than other, older designs that have never seen the light of day, outside of non-canon/fandom works. 
 
Be that as it may, I’ve endeavored to lend some credibility to this design by way of the ‘Earth-Romulan War’ plot device.  It may strike some as a little too convenient and for that I do 
apologize, but as with TOS, ENT really didn’t show us much in the way of starship designs other than NX and Intrepid – hence the freedom us as fans and writers get to exploit when 
unleashing our own creativity.  My original inspiration for writing up this particular publication came from the fact I wanted to flesh out ‘Starfighter Command’ and give it some depth—
which I felt a converted ENT era design would do.  After reading back through it though, the whole ‘carrier’ aspect of the history seems a little thin as does its 23rd century service history 
overall – but not thin enough for me to consider a re-write. 
 
I should mention, the class name and design are both the ideas of Michael Lanzinger & Paul Lloyd – two talented artists who submitted their work to the Journal of Applied Treknology – a 
great site for fan-inspired/created/designed ships of all flavors.   
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